The
LEAP
Pilot
Network

Want exposure to Chicago schools, educator feedback, and valuable
implementation and outcome data?

Pilot your
product
in expertsupported
classrooms –
gain access,
visibility and
feedback

•

Pilot your product with the LEAP Pilot Network!
ABOUT THE PILOT NETWORK
LEAP’s flagship program connects educators and
edtechs to implement and evaluate personalized
learning practices and solutions in classrooms, and
includes:

•

Exposure to schools in the:
• Third largest public school district
• Largest archdiocese district
• Charter school networks
High-fidelity implementation support,
engagement with local education leaders, and
product feedback

BENEFITS
Companies selected to pilot will receive in-depth
product feedback:
• Reports on student and classroom outcomes
• Qualitative and quantitative feedback from real
classrooms
• Third-party evaluation of product
implementation and outcomes
As well as invitations to:
• Present at showcases and other events providing
additional visibility locally and nationally
• Attend a growing suite of programs for edtech
companies

OUR RESULTS
Following our 2014-2015 pilots:
• Students gained an average of 1.07 additional points over the control group on
NWEA, a national student assessment
• 86 percent of schools adopted their selected edtech product after piloting
• 100 percent of educators would recommend the Pilot Network to their peers

Ready to apply?

Visit http://bit.ly/LEAPedtechs • Questions? Email jaymes@leapinnovations.org

REQUIREMENTS

CURRENT/PAST PILOT COMPANIES

To participate, companies must:
• Be selected by our world-class curation panel of experts:
• Offer K-8 Math and ELA content programs that
enable personalized learning OR
• Offer competency-based tools or platforms that help
teachers implement standards-based grading and/
or support students in showing evidence of learning,
receiving formative feedback, or pacing their own
learning
• Provide an in-kind product license, training and
regular support for participating teachers and schools
throughout the school year
• Enable research on product efficacy via data tracking
(and secure exchanges) around unique student/teacher
usage, progress, etc.

ABOUT LEAP INNOVATIONS

Timeline
Applications Due
December 23
School/Company
Match Day in
Chicago
April 29
Pilots Begin
Fall 2017

LEAP Innovations is a Chicago-based nonprofit that connects innovation and education to reinvent our one-size-fitsall system and transform the way kids learn. We work directly with educators and innovators to discover and pilot
personalized learning technologies and innovative practices in schools across Chicago, and scale our findings and best
practices with partners across the country.

ABOUT PERSONALIZED LEARNING

At LEAP, we’ve developed the LEAP Learning Framework to define and guide our work with
schools and educators around personalized learning. It is rooted in four core components:
• Focused on the learner: tailored to learners’ individual needs, strengths and interests

• Demonstrated by the learner: learners progress based on demonstrated competency
• Led with the learner: helps learners take ownership of their learning

• Connected for the learner: transcends the classroom in meaningful and accredited ways,
connected to families and communities

READY to

APPLY?

Visit http://bit.ly/LEAPedtechs

leapinnovations.org • leaplearningframework.org • @leapinchicago • #LEAPframework

Questions?

Contact
Jaymes Hanna at

jaymes@leapinnovations.org

To learn more and
apply, scan below:

